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ABSTRACT
LUMPED PARAMETER MODELING AND PARAMETER INVESTIGATION OF AN
ELECTROHYDRAULIC CRIMPING HAND TOOL

Eric David Norquist, B.S.
Marquette University, 2019

A lumped parameter model of a hand-held electrohydraulic tool was developed. The tool
modeled was a Milwaukee Tool M18 12 Ton Crimper. First principle approaches were used to
develop state-space models for each of the subsystems in the tool. The included subsystems were
the tool motor and gear train, pump, return valve, and cylinder. The subsystem models were
combined into a comprehensive eleventh-order nonlinear dynamic tool model. The tool model
has two inputs and three outputs. The model inputs were the motor voltage and opening the return
valve. The outputs were the motor current, application time, and retraction time. Each subsystem
and the comprehensive tool model were simulated and experimentally validated.
Tool model simulations were able to predict the position of the tool ram with an average
maximum error of 4.4% with respect to the maximum position when crimping a 750 MCM
copper splice and Burndy YGHC29C29 grounding connector. Model simulations were able to
able to predict the power consumption of the tool with an average maximum error of 6.9% with
respect to the maximum power.
A parameter investigation was performed to suggest possible design changes to decrease
tool power consumption. One independent parameter, the pump piston diameter, was varied. The
pump piston diameter was linked to the gear train ratio through the maximum torque at the motor.
Increasing the gear train ratio and the pump piston diameter reduced the energy consumption by
reducing the average load torque and current draw of the motor. The negative effect of these
changes is the gear train and piston will have to increase in size and weight. The energy
consumption could be reduced by as much as 30% while maintaining a gear train that would meet
the size and weight requirements to be used in a hand tool. The decrease in energy use would
increase the number of crimps from 49 to 70 with the tool using a Milwaukee Tool M18 CP2.0
battery.

© 2019, Eric Norquist
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
The analysis of hydraulics and fluid power began in the 17th century. In 1647-1648 Blaise
Pascal established the governing law behind fluid power, Pascal’s Law. Pascal’s Law states “in a
fluid at rest in a closed container, a pressure change in one part is transmitted without loss to
every portion of the fluid and to the walls of the container” [1]. Using Pascal’s law, fluid power
systems such as the hydraulic press and syringe can be explained. Both inventions function
through a fluid acting on two different areas. The change in area allows the fluid to apply a
different force at the working end of the press or syringe than at the input end. The hydraulic
press uses a small force applied to a small area to create a large force applied to a large area.
A hydraulic press is shown in Figure 1. Force F1 is applied to area A1, creating the
internal pressure P and the reaction force F2 at area A2.

Figure 1: Diagram Illustrating Pascal's Law [2].

Pascal’s law is defined in Equations 1 and 2.
𝐹1 𝐹2
=
=𝑃
𝐴1 𝐴2

(1)

2
Equation 1 rearranged into Equation 2 shows the force amplification of Pascal’s law. The force
application is one of the principle reasons hydraulics are used today.
𝐹1

𝐴2
= 𝐹2
𝐴1

(2)

An example of a hydraulic press is a manual car jack. The operator of the car jack can
apply about 10 pounds of force to the jack for the jack to lift a 3000-pound car. The disadvantage
to a hydraulic press is the tradeoff of force and displacement. Force F1 must move area A1 further
than the reaction force F2 at area A2. This increase in travel is observed in a jack by the operator
having to pump the jack many times to get the car to lift only a few inches.
Historically fluid power has been used on large machinery in areas of construction and
agriculture. These are areas that have tough working environments and require high force
applications. Fluid power is commonly used for high force applications due to the high-power
density (power per volume), specific power (power per unit mass), force density (force per unit
volume), and specific force (force per unit mass). The benefits of fluid power have been studied
in detail by the Department of Energy [3]. Their study also notes the low energy efficiency of
fluid power systems, typically in the 23% to 30% range.
Recently there has been more research on small-scale fluid powered system [4].
Examples include the use of fluid power in orthotics and prosthetic devices. Systems can be as
small as a prosthetic finger [5] to as large as an entire humanoid robot [6]. However, there are
some disadvantages to fluid power compared to other technologies for prosthetics or orthotics.
The two major problems with fluid power are precision of actuation and energy consumption [7].
Current research focuses on modeling to improve both actuation precision and energy
consumption. Modeling can be used to improve both control and efficiency resulting in hydraulic
systems viable for use in orthotics or other small-scale applications [7]. Among several
organizations pursuing work in this area, the Center for Compact and Efficient Fluid Power
(CCEFP) and the National Fluid Power Association (NFPA) are leading research efforts to make
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fluid power more competitive on the human scale. Examples of such projects are Controllable
Hydraulic Ankle Prosthesis and Integrated Modeling and Analysis and Synthesis of Miniature
Medical Devices [8,9].
Advances in electronic, battery, and manufacturing technologies have also expanded the
capabilities of fluid power, especially at the meso-scale (mm to cm scale). These advances have
allowed fluid power systems to become smaller, more portable, and more integrated with
advanced controls. Battery powered hand tools incorporating these advancements have made
fluid power systems, specifically hydraulic systems, common on construction sites. However,
much of the design information about these tools is proprietary; it is owned by the companies
manufacturing and selling the hydraulic tools.
Many tasks on construction sites require high force, such as cutting, punching, crimping,
and bending. These applications do not have the same requirements as a orthotic or prosthetic
device. They do not have to be as precise and they also do not have to continuously run all day.
Even without strict performance requirements, hydraulic hand tools can be improved. Hydraulic
hand tools can become lighter and more efficient, in both speed of application and energy
consumption.
This thesis will focus on the modeling of a crimping electrohydraulic hand tool. This tool
is used to crimp electrical termination connectors onto wires in the electrical power industry. The
specific tool studied is the Milwaukee Tool M18 Force Logic 12T Crimper. The tool will be
broken down into subsystems and each subsystem will be studied to find its governing natural
laws. The tool is shown in Figure 2 with the cover off. The major components are the motor, gear
train, pump (which is enclosed by the reservoir), valve manifold, cylinder, crimping head, ram,
electronics, oil reservoir, return valve and valve actuator, power switch, upper trigger, lower
trigger, and the battery.
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Figure 2: Electrohydraulic Crimping Hand Tool.

The tool functions when the user actuates the upper trigger. The upper trigger activates
the power switch that turns on the motor. While the power switch is held, the tool starts to build
pressure, causing oil to flow, and advancing the ram forward out of the cylinder. The ram on this
tool is one piece consisting of the cylinder piston and rod. The cylinder pressure is monitored
using a pressure sensor. Once the tool reaches a set pressure, approximately 10,000 psi (69,000
kPa) for this tool, the motor is shut off. The pressure can then be released by actuating the lower
trigger. The lower trigger opens the return valve and allows the ram to retract due to the reaction
force of the return spring.
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A schematic of the tool that includes the major components is shown in Figure 3. These
are the battery, motor and gear train, pump, pressure sensor, cylinder, return valve, relief valve,
and oil reservoir. The pump consists of a radial piston driven by a cam shaft and two check
valves. The cylinder is a spring biased single acting cylinder. The relief valve on the tool is not
model because in practice it is not used. The relief valve is only used if the pressure sensor fails.

Figure 3: Tool Schematic.

An example of the tool application is shown in Figure 4. The user places a connector on
the end of the wire. The tool is then used to crimp the material of the connector around the wire.
The crimp creates both a mechanical and an electrical connection. Common connectors are shown
in Figure 5. Lugs are used to bolt wires to panel boxes. Splices are used to connect two wires to
each other. Grounding connectors are used to ground high voltage systems.
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Figure 4: Milwaukee Tool M18 12T Crimper in Use [10].

Figure 5: Types of Cable Termination.
a) Lug [11]. b) Splice [12]. c) Grounding Connector [13].

1.2. Motivation

The motivation of this thesis is to improve the electrohydraulic crimping tool
performance by reducing the energy consumption. These improvements will allow the user to
complete more crimps per battery charge. Modeling and simulation of the tool will allow for tool
performance to be predicted while changing tool subsystem parameters.

7
1.3. Scope

The scope of this thesis is to improve tool performance through a parameter
investigation. First a lumped parameter model of the crimping electrohydraulic hand tool is
created. The tool is divided into subsystems and each subsystem is modeled individually. The
subsystem model simulations are compared to experimental data to improve the model and
determine model accuracy. A multiple input, multiple output lumped parameter tool model is
created by combining the subsystem models. The input is either the motor voltage or the position
of the return valve. Both are controlled by the user. The outputs are the energy consumption,
application time, and ram retraction time.
Thermal models and effects of the temperature are not included in this thesis. The model
will assume the tool is operating at room temperature of or 20oC. Experimental testing also occurs
at 20oC. In actuality, the motor generates significant heat if run continuously. Due to the low duty
cycle of the tool, the tool is considered isothermal.
A parameter investigation is completed using the model. The investigation focuses on
reducing the energy consumption of the tool. A single dependent parameter, the pump piston
diameter, is varied. This parameter is linked to the gear train ratio though the maximum torque at
the motor.
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the tool. The black blocks represent the tool subsystems
modeled in the thesis. The white boxes with thick outlines represent other subsystems of the tool
which are not modeled. The white boxes with a thin outline show the power transmitted from
each subsystem.
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Figure 6: Tool Block Diagram.

The thesis contains four primary chapters. Chapter 2 outlines how each subsystem is
modeled. Chapter 3 explains how each subsystem is experimentally tested and the test data is
acquired. Chapter 4 compares the model simulation data to the experimental data. Chapters 2
through 4 are divided into the subsystems: motor and gear train, pump, return valve, cylinder, and
tool assembly. Chapter 5 is a parameter investigation aimed at improving tool energy
consumption.
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2. MODELING

Four major subsystems of the tool are modeled. These are the motor and gear train,
pump, return valve, and cylinder. Figure 7 shows where these components are located on the tool.

Figure 7: Components Included in Tool Model.

These systems are shown with their interactions in Figure 8. The tool operates using the
electrical power from the battery to the motor. The motor converts the electrical power into
mechanical rotational power. The rotational power is then output from the gear train. The pump
converts rotational power into hydraulic power in the pump. The cylinder uses the hydraulic
power to complete the application of the tool in the form of linear mechanical power. The return
valve releases the power stored in the cylinder which allows the ram to retract into the cylinder.
During retraction the ram is forced back into the cylinder by the reaction force of the cylinder
spring.
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Figure 8: Tool Interaction Block Diagram.

2.1. Motor and Gear Train Model

The motor converts electrical power from the battery into mechanical rotational power.
The power output of the motor is rotational speed and torque. The gear train reduces the motor
output rotational speed and increases the torque. Figure 9 shows the part of the tool that is the
focus of this section.

Figure 9: Motor and Gear Train Interaction Block Diagram.

2.1.1. Motor Model

There are two types of motors used in electric hand tools, alternating current (AC) and
direct current (DC). AC motors use power from electric outlets while DC motors are most
commonly battery powered. As battery and motor technology improves, DC motors are now able
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to generate the same or higher power outputs as AC motors. The power tool industry is shifting
towards DC motors as the primary choice. The main advantage DC motors provide is portability
with batteries.
There are two types of DC motors, brushed and brushless. The difference is where the
magnets are located and where electricity is used to create the opposing magnetic field. The stator
is stationary and creates a magnetic field to move the armature. Depending on the type of DC
motor, the stator has many magnets or wire coils that create the magnetic field. The magnets or
coils vary in position radially about the stator. These propel the armature rotationally.
Brushless motors have electrical coils on the stator and magnets on the rotor. There is no
contact between moving parts aside from the rotor bearings. A disadvantage to brushless motors
is their requirement for complex controls and additional electric circuits to function. For a
brushless motor to function, the rotor magnets’ position must be known. Rotor position is
measured using a Hall effect sensor. When a rotor magnet passes a sensor, the controller detects
which coil to energize. The energized coil creates a magnetic force that creates the rotation of the
rotor.
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Figure 10: Brushless Motor Cross Section [14].

The motor in the electrohydraulic tool is a brushless DC motor. There are many
difficulties in modeling the dynamic response of brushless motors. For example, during start up
the resistance and inductance of the stator coils change and saturate [15]. Due to these
complexities the motor model used for this thesis is a field-controlled DC motor. The fieldcontrolled DC motor model can accurately model the dynamic and steady-state response of the
actual tool motor.
Field controlled brushed motors can be modeled as two electrical circuits and one
mechanical system [16]. The two electrical circuits are the armature circuit and the field circuit.
The armature circuit is not used in this model because the brushless motor's rotor uses magnets to
create its magnetic field. The field circuit is the controlling circuit for the motor. The field current
is varied to create the desired torque. This circuit contains a voltage source, the field inductance,
the field resistance, and the back emf voltage created by the motor rotation. Figure 11 shows the
circuit.
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Figure 11: Brushed DC Motor Field Circuit [16].

The mechanical system consists of the rotor inertia, the motor torque, the load torque, and
a damper in series. The system is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Brushless Motor Mechanical System [16].

The first governing equation for the motor model is Equation 3, derived using
Kirchhoff’s voltage law applied to the circuit in Figure 11.
𝑑𝑖𝑓
1
= (𝑣𝑓 − 𝑅𝑓 𝑖𝑓 − 𝐾𝑏 𝜔𝑚 )
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑓

(3)

where Lf is the field inductance, vf is the field voltage, Rf is the field resistance, eb is the back emf
voltage, equal to Kbωm, and Kb is the back emf constant.
Equation 4 is derived using Newton’s Second Law for rotation applied to the mechanical
system in Figure 12.
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𝜔̇ 𝑚 =

1
(𝐾 𝑖 − 𝑐𝑚 𝜔𝑚 − 𝑇𝐿 )
𝐼𝑚 𝑇 𝑓

(4)

where Im is the motor inertia, KT is the motor constant, cm is the motor damping constant, and TL is
the load torque. The nonlinear aspects of the magnetic field strength and current are approximated
as a linear constant, KT. KT is found through the slope of the torque as a function of field current
[16].
Equations 3 and 4 represent a second order system coupled by the field current, 𝑖𝑓 , and
motor angular velocity, 𝜔𝑚 . These are also the state variables for the system.

2.1.1.1. Corrected Current Model

When the model simulation data was compared to the experimental data it was
determined that Equations 3 and 4 are able to accurately model the dynamic motor speed and
current with no load torque. However, as the load torque increased the field current did not match
experimental results. More information on the differences between simulation and experimental
data can be found in Section 4.1.2. To correct the model, the motor current model was updated to
a linear model as a function of the load torque.
𝑖𝑚𝑙 = 𝑐𝑖𝑠 𝑇𝐿 + 𝑖𝑜

(5)

where iml is the linear model motor current, cis is the current slope constant, and io is the current
offset constant. Both constants are found using empirical data. Equations 3 and 4 will continue to
be used to model the motor speed with any applied load torque in static and dynamic situations.
Equation 5 will be used to model the motor current.
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2.1.2. Gear Train Model

The gear train in the electrohydraulic hand tool is a two-stage planetary gear box. The
gear train in the tool is used to increase the torque from the motor while decreasing the angular
velocity. The input angular velocity is proportional to the output angular velocity. The output
torque is not directly proportional to the input torque. The output torque is affected by the friction
between the gears causing a loss in torque. Equations 6 and 7 relate the motor inputs to the gear
train to the output.
𝜔𝑚 = 𝑅𝐺𝑇 𝜔𝑆
𝑇𝑚 =

1
𝑇
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇 𝑆

(6)
(7)

where ωm is the motor angular velocity, RGT is the gear train ratio, and ωs is the shaft angular
velocity. In equation 7 Tm is the motor torque, ηGC is the gear train efficiency, and TS is the cam
shaft torque.
Figure 13 shows a planetary gear system. There are four primary components. The sun
gear is the driving component and causes the planetary gears to rotate. The planetary gears all
rotate in the same direction because they are held together by the carrier. The carrier rotates in the
same direction as the sun gear. The ring gear is used to hold the planetary gears in position and
does not move. The gear box used in this tool has two sets of planetary gears in series. The
second sun gear is mounted to the carrier of the first stage, creating the two-stage planetary gear
train. The output of the gear train rotates in the same direction as the input.
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Figure 13: Planetary Gear System [17].

2.1.3. Combined Motor and Gear Train Model

To create the entire model of the motor and gear train, Equations 3 - 7 were combined to
make a 3 equation system.
𝑑𝑖𝑓
1
= (𝑣𝑓 − 𝑅𝑓 𝑖𝑓 − 𝐾𝑏 𝜔𝑚 )
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑓
𝜔̇ 𝑠 =

1
𝑅𝐺𝑇 𝐼𝑚

(𝐾𝑇 𝑖𝑓 − 𝑐𝑚 𝜔𝑚 −

𝑖𝑚𝑙 =

𝑖𝑚𝑐
𝑇 + 𝑖𝑜
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇 𝑠

𝑇𝑠
)
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇

(8)

(9)

(10)

In Equations 8 - 10 the input is field voltage, vf, and the cam shaft load torque, Ts. The outputs
are the cam shaft speed, ωs, and the motor current, iml.
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2.2. Pump Model

The pump in this electrohydraulic tool is a positive displacement pump, specifically a
radial single piston pump. Positive displacement pumps move fluid by displacing a volume. The
displaced volume creates a pressure change which forces fluid in or out of the pump. The fluid
flow in this pump is controlled by two check valves, located at the inlet and outlet. Check valves
will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.2.1.
A radial piston pump functions by using a cam shaft to convert rotational motion into
linear translational motion. The translational motion is used to force a piston up and down. The
piston motion expands and contracts the pump volume. When the pump volume changes it
changes the pressure inside the pump. This pressure change then creates flow.
There are two primary stages during a pump cycle, the oil intake stage and the oil outlet
stage. The pump starts at the bottom of its stroke and then begins to move up. While the pump is
moving up the pump is in the intake stage. The pump volume is expanding, lowering the pressure
inside the pump volume, and drawing in fluid from the reservoir. Once the piston reaches the top
of its stroke the pump enters the discharge stage. The piston begins to move down, contracting the
pump volume, increasing the pressure in the pump, and forcing the pressurized fluid out of the
pump. This process is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Pump Stages with Check Valve Positions.
Top – Intake Stoke, Bottom – Outlet Stroke [18].

The pump is modeled in two stages, pressure dynamics and flow. The pressure dynamics
model focuses on the interaction of the pump piston and the pump volume. The pump’s internal
volume is a closed volume and the movement of the piston causes pressure fluctuations in the
pump volume. The flow model focuses on the interaction of the check valves with the pump
volume. The pressure fluctuations in the pump volume cause the check valves to open and close
and force flow into and out of the pump. The interactions between the major pump components
are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Pump Interaction Block Diagram.

2.2.1. Pump Pressure Dynamics Model

The pressure dynamics model focuses on the interaction between volume and pressure,
which change with piston motion. The pressure inside the pump is controlled by the pump piston.
When the piston moves it changes the volume of the pump. This change in volume creates a
change in pressure. The interaction is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Pump Pressure Dynamics Interaction Block Diagram.
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2.3.1.1. Pump Piston Mechanics

Piston motion is controlled by the cam shaft, which is coupled to the motor through the
gear train. The function of the cam shaft is to convert the rotational motion of the motor and gear
train into linear motion. The cam shaft has an off-center bearing surface called an eccentric. The
eccentric is coupled to the pump piston. When the eccentric spins it causes the piston to move up
and down with an oscillatory motion. The equations relating the cam shaft rotation and pump
piston linear motion are [19]

𝑥𝑝 = 𝑒 − 𝑒cos(𝜃𝑠 )

(11)

𝑥̇ 𝑝 = 𝜃̇𝑠 𝑒sin(𝜃𝑠 )

(12)

𝑥̈ 𝑝 = 𝜃̇𝑠2 𝑒cos(𝜃𝑠 )

(13)

where xp is the pump piston position, e is the cam eccentric length, and θs is the shaft angular
position. Equation 11 was found using kinematics between the pump piston and the cam shaft.
The force on the piston is proportionally related to the torque on the shaft through the eccentric
length.

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑒𝐹𝑠
where Ts is the cam shaft torque and Fs is the force on the shaft.

(14)
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Figure 17: Cam Shaft and Pump Piston Mechanics.

Newton’s Second Law is applied to the piston. The piston mechanics are needed to
determine the motor torque required to create pressure. The primary force acting on the piston is
the pressure force, which is proportional to the area of the piston. There is also viscous damping
which acts against pump motion.

𝑥̈ 𝑝 =

1
(𝐹 − 𝑃𝑝 𝐴𝑝 − 𝑐𝑝 𝑥̇ 𝑝 )
𝑚𝑝 𝑠

(15)

where mp is the pump mass, Fs is the force from the cam shaft, Pp is there pressure in the pump, Ap
is the pump area, and cp is the pump damping coefficient. The damping constant is typically
found through empirical testing. However, it is often assumed in hydraulic systems that the
viscous damping is 5-10% [2]. Inserting equations 11-14 into equation 15, the torque on the shaft
is found.

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑒[𝑚𝑝 𝑒𝜃̇𝑠2 cos(𝜃𝑠 ) + 𝑐𝑝 𝑒𝜃̇𝑠 sin(𝜃𝑠 ) + 𝑃𝑝 𝐴𝑝 ]

(16)
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2.3.1.2. Pump Pressure Dynamics and Bulk Modulus Model

The relationship between pressure, flow, and volume is given by the pressure dynamics
equation. The pressure dynamics equation is explained through the filling of a balloon [20]. When
air is forced into the balloon it causes the pressure in the balloon to rise. The increase is pressure
causes the balloon to expand and then pressure to normalize. The balloon rubber will reach a
point where it cannot expand anymore. At this point, if air is still forced into the balloon, the
balloon volume will not change, the pressure will rise quickly, and the balloon will pop. Equation
17 is the pressure dynamics equation.

𝑃̇ =

𝛽
(𝑄 − 𝑉̇ )
𝑉

(17)

where P is the pressure in the control volume, β is the bulk modulus, V is the control volume, and
Q is the flow rate into or out of the control volume.
The bulk modulus is a common term in fluid power. The bulk modulus describes the
elasticity or compressibility of a fluid. A fluid’s bulk modulus must be determined
experimentally. The experiment consists of decreasing the volume of a fluid while maintaining a
constant mass and plotting a stress-strain curve for the fluid. The stress is equal to the pressure
and the strain is calculated by the change in volume. The bulk modulus is given in equation 18.
One important assumption in equation 18 is that the strain is approximated as linear. The
approximation is acceptable for liquids because they are considered incompressible.

𝛽 = −𝑉

𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑃
=𝜌
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝜌

(18)

Although a linear approximation is valid for an ideal liquid, unfiltered oil is comprised of
five to ten volumetric percent air. Consequently, it is not an ideal liquid. Air is a compressible
gas, so this means air’s bulk modulus is a function of pressure. The bulk modulus of oil is a
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function of both the amount of entrapped air in the oil and pressure. Figure 18 shows this effect
where alpha is the relative gas content of entrapped air, or the volume gas divided by the volume
liquid [21].

Figure 18: Bulk Modulus vs Pressure for Different Air Contents [21].

This effect is modeled in equation 19.

1

𝛽𝑒 = 𝛽𝑙

𝑛
𝑃
1 + 𝛼𝑎 ( 𝑎 )
𝑃𝑎 + 𝑃
1

1 + 𝛼𝑎

𝑃𝑎𝑛
𝑛(𝑃𝑎 + 𝑃)

(19)
𝑛+1 𝛽𝑙
𝑛

Equation 19 is derived from the ideal gas equation, where αa is the fraction of air in the oil, n is
the polytropic exponent, Pa is the atmospheric temperature, βl is the liquid bulk modulus, and βe is
the effective bulk modulus.
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Substituting equations 11-13 and 18 into equation 17 yields Equation 20.

𝑃𝑝̇ =

𝛽𝑒 𝐴𝑝 𝑥̇ 𝑝
𝛽𝑒 𝐴𝑝 𝜔𝑠 𝑒 sin(𝜃𝑠 )
=
𝑉𝑝𝑜 + 𝐴𝑃 𝑥𝑝 𝑉𝑝𝑜 + 𝐴𝑃 (𝑒 − 𝑒 cos(𝜃𝑠 ))

(20)

where Vpo is the pump’s minimum volume.
Equation 20 is the pressure dynamics equation applied to the pump volume and includes
the motion of the piston coupled to the cam shaft. Equation 20 gives insight into how the pressure
varies inside the pump volume with piston motion forced by cam shaft motion. It must be noted
that the flow, Q, of the pressure dynamics equation is neglected as this model focuses on the bulk
modulus. The flow into and out of the pump is added in the section 2.3.2. when the check valves
are modeled.
2.2.2. Pump Flow Model

The pump flow model focuses on the interaction of the pump volume and the check
valves. The check valves open and close as the pressure changes inside of the pump volume.
When the check valves open and close it allows flow into or out of the pump volume.

Figure 19: Pump Flow Model Interaction Block Diagram.
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2.2.2.1. Check Valve Model

Check valves are an important part of hydraulics. They are primarily used to permit flow
in one direction only. Depending on the application there are many different types of check
valves that can be used. The most common are swing check valves, lift check valves, and ball
check valves. Figure 20 shows an example of each valve in the closed position, with an arrow
showing the direction of blocked flow.

Figure 20: Types of Check Valves.
a) Swing Check Valve [22]. b) Lift Check Valve [22]. c) Ball Check Valve [23].

Check valves are necessary for displacement pumps to function. Their purpose is to
prevent fluid from moving upstream in a system. During the intake stage the intake check valve
opens to draw fluid from the reservoir. The outlet check valve is closed to prevent high pressure
fluid from the cylinder moving back into the pump. During the outlet stage the outlet check valve
opens allowing fluid to flow out of the pump. The intake check valve prevents the pressurized
fluid from going back into the reservoir. Figure 14 shows the pump process with the check valves
either open or close.
The two check valves in this pump are ball check valves, item c) in Figure 20. The check
valves contain a spring biased ball and a seat, which create a seal. The seal is broken when the
pressure differential across the valve reaches a critical pressure, with the pressure opposite the
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spring having to be the higher pressure. The critical pressure is determined by the spring preload
force divided by the flow area.
There are two equations that govern the check valve. The first is Newton’s Second Law
applied to the ball. The forces acting on the ball are a viscous damping force, the spring force,
and the force from the pressure differential. Using these forces, the following equation governs
the ball’s motion.

𝑥̈ 𝑏 =

1
[(𝑃 − 𝑃2 )𝐴𝑝𝑏 − 𝑐𝑏 𝑥̇ 𝑏 − 𝑘𝑐𝑣 (𝑥𝑏 + 𝑥𝑜𝑐𝑣 )]
𝑚𝑏 1

(21)

where P1 is the upstream pressure, P2 is the downstream pressure, Apb is the pressure area on the
ball, mb is the ball mass, xb is the ball position, cb is ball damping constant, kCV is the check valve
spring constant, and xOCV is the spring preload distance. The damping constant is typically found
through empirical testing. However, it is often assumed in hydraulic systems that the viscous
damping is 5-10% [2].
The position of the ball relative to the valve seat is needed to find the flow area (also
known as throttling area) of the valve. The flow through the valve is found through the classical
orifice equation [20].

2
𝑄 = 𝐴 𝑇 𝐶𝑑 √ (𝑃1 − 𝑃2 )
𝜌
where Q is the flow rate, AT is the throttle area, Cd is the discharge coefficient, and ρ is the fluid
density. The only two unknowns in Equation 22 are Cd, the discharge coefficient, and At, the
throttle area. The discharge coefficient is based on the edge geometry. For sharp edge orifices
such as valves the discharge coefficient is 0.61 [20]. The throttle area for a spring biased check
valve is found in section 2.3.2.1.1.

(22)
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2.2.2.1.1. Check Valve Throttle and Pressure Area

The throttle area for the valve is the surface area of a conical frustum, not including the
surface area of the top and bottom. A conical frustum is a cone sectioned so it is flat on top,
shown in Figure 21. The frustum is created by the orifice diameter as the larger, bottom circle and
the diameter of the closest point of the ball as the smaller, upper circle.

a

b
Figure 21: Conical Frustum [25].

Figure 22 shows the valve cross section. Figure 22 a) shows the valve in the closed
position and Figure 22 b) shows it in the open position. The flow cross section is line a-b
revolved 360o about the section center line, shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22 b).
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Figure 22: Ball Check Valve in Open and Closed Positions.

Using Equation 21 to find the position of the ball, xb, the throttle is calculated. As the ball
position increases point a on the ball moves closer to the cross-section center line, reducing the
smaller diameter of the frustum. The equation for the throttle area is:
2

𝑑𝑣 𝑑𝑝
𝑑𝑣 𝑑𝑝
𝐴 𝑇 = 𝜋 ( − ) √( − ) + 𝑥𝑏 2
2
2
2
2

(23)

where dv is the valve orifice diameter and dp is the pressure diameter given in equation 24 [26].
The contact angle of the ball is αo and is typically equal to 90o.

𝑑𝑝 = 𝑑𝑏 sin (tan−1 [

𝑑𝑣
])
𝛼
𝑑𝑏 cos ( 20 ) + 2𝑥

(24)
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The effective pressure area, Apd, must also be calculated using trigonometry. The pressure
area is the area that the pressure acts on to generate a force. The reason the pressure area is not
always equal to the orifice area is because the flow forces change as the valve opens. The flow
forces decrease as the ball moves further from the orifice. Changing the pressure area accounts
for the changing flow forces. The pressure area, Apd, is calculated in equation 25.

𝐴𝑝𝑏

𝑑𝑣
𝜋 2 𝜋 2 2
2
−1
= 𝑑𝑝 = 𝑑𝑏 sin (tan (
))
𝑑𝑏
𝛼
4
4
cos ( 𝑜 ) + 𝑥𝑏
2
2

(25)

The two governing equations for flow through the check valve are Equations 21 and 22.
With these two equations the flow through the pump can be found.

2.2.2.2. Alternative Check Valve Model

Other models were considered for finding the flow through the check valve. Manring
calculates the flow forces acting on the ball using conservation of fluid momentum, with the
control volume as the flow area in the orifice [20]. There are both transient and steady flow forces
that act on the ball. The flow forces are equal to:

𝐹𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 = −𝜌𝐿𝐾𝑞 𝑥̇ − 𝜌𝐿𝐾𝑐 𝑃𝑠̇ − 𝐾𝑓𝑞 𝑥 + (𝐴 − 𝐾𝑓𝑐 )𝑃𝑠

(26)

and the equation for the position of the ball is:
𝑚𝑥̈ + 𝜌𝐿𝐾𝑞 𝑥̇ + (𝑘 + 𝐾𝑓𝑞 )𝑥 = (𝐴 − 𝐾𝑓𝑐 )(𝑃 − 𝑃𝑜 ) − 𝜌𝐿𝐾𝑐 𝑃̇

(27)

The reason this model was not used is the difficulty in determining coefficients Kq, Kfq,
Kfc, and Kc. To calculate these coefficients, nominal values of pressure and flow must be assumed.
Manring used this model for a pressure relief valve. A pressure relief valve has nominal operating
conditions with minimal change. For example, a relief valve is often exposed to reservoir pressure
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on one side. The check valves in the pump will have a large range of both pressure and flow,
meaning these numbers cannot be assumed constant. Manring’s model is too generalized to use in
the lumped parameter model of the electrohydraulic tool.

2.3. Return Valve Model

The return valve on the tool allows pressurized fluid in the cylinder to return to the
reservoir. When users want to retract the ram on the tool, they open the valve, allowing fluid to
flow from the cylinder to the reservoir. The interactions of the return valve are shown in Figure
23.

Figure 23: Return Valve Interaction Block Diagram.

The return valve on the tool is a spring-biased ball valve, Figure 20 c), meaning the
model of the return valve is similar to the check valve model. The difference between the two
valves is the ball position in the return valve is controlled by a pin instead of a pressure
differential. This is illustrated in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Return Valve Cross Section in the Closed and Open Position.

When the users want to retract the ram, they push on the valve pin. The pin forces the ball
off the seat, causing fluid to flow through the valve from the cylinder to the reservoir. The ram is
then forced back into the cylinder by the cylinder spring. Equation 22, the orifice equation, is the
governing equation for the fluid flow from the cylinder. The flow area is always constant because
the valve is either open or closed. The throttle area is the area of the orifice minus the area of the
pin. The throttle area is shown in Figure 24 as line ab revolved around the centerline. The
equation for the throttle area is

𝐴 𝑇𝑅 =

𝜋 2
2
(𝑑 − 𝑑𝑝𝑛
)
4 𝑣

where dpn is the pin diameter and ATR is the throttle area of the return valve.

(28)
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2.4. Cylinder Model

Hydraulic cylinders are used to convert hydraulic power into linear mechanical power.
Cylinders are used for applications where a large force is required over a small linear distance.
Common applications are wire and pipe crimpers, wire cutters, pipe benders, and sheet metal
knock out punches. As hydraulic systems become more portable the number of applications for
hydraulic cylinders is increasing.
A hydraulic cylinder contains two main parts, the ram and cylinder bore. The ram is also
known as the piston or rod. In this hydraulic tool the ram is one piece, containing both the piston
and rod. When the cylinder is pressurized it pushes the ram axially down the bore. There are two
types of cylinders, single acting and double acting. Single acting cylinders only have pressure on
one side of the ram and use a spring to push the ram back to its retracted position. Double acting
cylinders pressurize both sides of the ram. The disadvantage to double acting cylinders is they
require a control valve to switch pressure from one side of the ram to the other. The advantage of
double acting cylinders is they do work in two directions. Single acting cylinders are designed to
only do work in one direction. Figures 25 and 26 show cross sections of single and double acting
cylinders, respectively. The cylinder in this tool is a single acting spring return hydraulic cylinder.

Figure 25: Single Acting Cylinder [27].
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Figure 26: Double Acting Cylinder [27].

Figure 27 shows the focus of the cylinder model. There are two separate models, an
extension model and a retraction model. The extension model will use flow from the pump to
complete the tool application. The retraction model will include the return valve to allow the
pressure in the cylinder to decompress.
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Figure 27: Cylinder Interaction Block Diagram.

2.4.1. Cylinder Extension Model

When the cylinder is extending, it uses pressure and flow from the pump to extend the
ram from the cylinder. As the ram extends it creates volume that must be filled with fluid. The
volumetric flow rate from the pump directly affects the extension rate of the ram. Figure 28
shows the interactions of the cylinder system. The governing equation for the pressure dynamics
of the cylinder is the pressure dynamics rate equation, Equation 17.

w
Figure 28: Cylinder Extension Interactions Block Diagram.

The pressure dynamics equation is applied to the cylinder volume in equation 29. The
pressure dynamic equation includes the flow into the cylinder, Qc, the changing cylinder volume
in the term 𝐴𝑐 𝑥̇ 𝑟 , and the bulk modulus of the oil divided by the total volume.
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𝑃𝐶̇ =

𝛽𝑒
(𝑄 − 𝐴𝑐 𝑥̇ 𝑟 )
𝑉𝑐𝑜 + 𝐴𝑐 𝑥𝑟 𝑐

(29)

where Pc is the cylinder pressure, Ac is the cylinder area, Vco is the cylinder initial volume, Qc is
the flow into or out of the cylinder, and xr is the ram position.
The mechanics of the cylinder are governed by Newton’s Second Law applied to the ram.
The forces acting on the ram are the pressure force, damping from the seals, spring force, and the
force of the application, shown in Equation 30.

𝑥̈ 𝑟 =

1
[𝑃 𝐴 − 𝑐𝑐 𝑥̇ 𝑟 − 𝑘𝑐 (𝑥𝑟 + 𝑥𝑟𝑜 ) − 𝐹𝐿 ]
𝑚𝑟 𝑐 𝑐

(30)

where mr is the ram mass, cc is the cylinder damping coefficient, kc is the cylinder spring constant,
xro is the ram spring preload length, and FL is the force of the load or application of the ram. The
damping coefficient was found using the Parker Friction Estimation tool [28]. The coupling
parameter between Equations 29 and 30 is the ram position, xr. A diagram of the ram mechanics
is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Diagram of Cylinder Mechanics.
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2.4.2. Cylinder Retraction Model

The cylinder’s retraction is controlled by the return valve. Opening the return valve
allows oil to flow from the cylinder and return to the reservoir. This interaction is shown in
Figure 30.

Figure 30: Cylinder Retraction Interactions Block Diagram.

There are two important stages to consider when the valve is open. The first is the
decompression stage. It occurs immediately after the valve opens and the pressurized oil in the
cylinder decompresses. There is a certain amount of fluid that will rush from the high-pressure oil
of the cylinder to the low-pressure oil in the reservoir. If the fluid velocity during this stage gets
too large it could damage the system. The decompression velocity can be approximated as

𝑣𝑜𝑐 =

𝐶𝑑𝑒 𝑉𝑃
𝐴 𝑇 𝑡𝑑

where voc is the decompression velocity, Cde is the decompression constant, and td is the
decompression time [29]. The throttle area is the same area used in the return valve model.
The other critical stage is the ram return flow rate. The return flow rate defines how fast
the ram will move toward its retracted position. The orifice equation is rearranged to solve for
return time. The primary parameter that can be adjusted to change the return time is the spring

(31)
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force. The larger the return spring force, the larger the pressure differential across the return
valve, and the faster the ram returns. The spring force is not constant because as the ram retracts it
decompresses the spring, decreasing the spring force. Equation 32 shows the orifice equation
solved for return time, tr.

𝑡𝑟 =

𝐴𝑐 𝑥𝑟
𝜌𝐹
𝐴 𝑇𝑅 𝐶𝑑 √2 𝐴𝑅𝑆

(32)

𝑐

where Ac is the cylinder area, xr is the ram position, and FRS is the ram return spring force. This
equation is coupled to Equation 30 through the ram position to create the cylinder retraction
model.

2.5. Comprehensive Tool Model

The subsystem models are combined into one comprehensive tool model. The tool model
is a function defined by tool’s states. The tool model is divided into two primary states: ram
extension and ram retraction. The states are defined by the user input, ui. If the user is pulling the
upper trigger the user input is equal to one, the tool motor is on, and the ram is extending from the
cylinder bore. If the user pulls the bottom trigger the user input is equal to negative one, the tool
return valve is open, and the ram is returning into the cylinder bore.
The ram extension state can be divided into three sub states: pump intake flow, pump
pressure build, and pump outlet flow. The ram extension state is defined by the pump flow, Qp.
During the pump intake flow state, the pump flow is greater than zero. During the pump pressure
build state, the pump flow is equal to zero. During the pump outlet flow state, the pump flow is
less than zero.
Figure 31 is a block flow diagram of the different tool states. The states are shown in the
black boxes and the state dependent variable are in the white boxes.
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Figure 31: Tool State Block Flow Diagram

Equation 33 is the comprehensive tool model. The model is eleventh order. The state
space variables for the system are x1= if, x2=θm, x3=ẋ2, x4=Pp, x5=xbi, x6=ẋ5, x7=xbi, x8=ẋ7,

x9=Pc, x10=xr, and x11=ẋ10. The outputs are y1=iml and y2=tr.
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𝑖𝑚𝑐 𝑒[𝑚𝑝 𝑒 (
𝑦1
{𝑦 } =
2

2
𝑥3
𝑥2
𝑥3
𝑥2
) cos (
) + 𝑐𝑝 𝑒
sin (
) + 𝑃𝑝 𝐴𝑝 ] + 𝑖𝑜
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇
𝜂𝐺𝐶 𝑅𝐺𝑇
𝐴𝑐 𝑥10

{

𝜌
𝐴 𝑇𝑅 𝐶𝑑 √2 𝑥9

}

There is a third output that cannot be put into state space form. This output is the
application time, ta. The application time is found when the cylinder pressure reaches the
setpoint. This is approximately 10,000 psi (69,000 kPa) for this tool. At this pressure the tool is
automatically turned off by the electronics.
Equation 33 will be rewritten in each state. The rewritten equations show which state
variables are not changing during each state.

2.5.1. Cylinder Extension State

The cylinder extension model is broken into three states: pump intake flow, pump
pressure build, and pump outlet flow. The pump flow defines the states. Figure 14 shows the
pump during the intake flow state and the outlet flow state. During the pressure build state both
check valves are closed.

2.5.1.1. Pump Intake Flow State

During the pump intake flow state, pump flow is greater than zero. Oil is flowing into the
pump from the oil reservoir. The pump pressure is less than the oil reservoir pressure, POR, and
less than the cylinder pressure, Pc. During this state the intake check valve is open, and the outlet
check valve is closed. The ram position is not changing because there is no flow into the cylinder.
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2.5.1.2. Pump Pressure Build State

During the pump pressure build state the flow is equal to zero. The pump is increasing its
internal pressure through the motion of the pump piston. The pump pressure is greater than the oil
reservoir pressure and less than the cylinder pressure. During this state both pump check valves
are closed. The ram position is not changing because there is no flow into the cylinder.
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2.5.1.3. Pump Outlet Flow State

During the pump outlet flow state, pump flow is less than zero and oil is flowing out of
the pump into the cylinder. The pump pressure is greater than the oil reservoir pressure and
greater than the cylinder pressure. During this state the inlet check valve is closed, and the outlet
check valve is open. The oil flowing into the cylinder is causing the ram to extend and the
cylinder pressure to increase.
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2.5.2. Cylinder Retraction State

Tool users actuate the return valve when they want to retract the ram back into the
cylinder. When the return valve is open the oil from the cylinder flows to the oil reservoir,
lowering the pressure in the cylinder. The motor and pump are not in use.

(36)
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this chapter each subsystem and the tool will be experimentally tested. The goal of the
experiments is to set a baseline for subsystem and tool performance. This data will then be used
in Chapter 4 to compare to model simulation data.
This data was gathered using one tool from normal production. The power supply used
for all testing was a Milwaukee Tool M18 battery. The output of the battery is 20.5 V. This
voltage will be assumed to be constant, although there is a slight change during high current
draw. The voltage never drops below 17 V, even when current draw is greater than 60 A.
A discrete infinite impulse response (IRR) filter was used to filter the data from all
experiments. The filter was designed so the lag caused by the filter was less than 0.05 seconds.
The filter causes some data to start at zero, specifically in section 3.2.1, when the data should
have started greater than zero.

3.1. Motor and Gear Train Experiment

The motor will be studied in both dynamic and steady state settings. The dynamic
portion of the motor will be monitored without load during start up and shut down. The steady
state values will be monitored at different input torques. A Futek combination torque transducer
and rotary encoder, model TRH605, is used to measure torque and angular position. A Fluke
current clamp, model i310s, is used to measure current. The test setup is shown in Figure 32.
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Motor
Battery
Gear Train

Torque Transducer and Encoder

Current Meter

Figure 32: Motor Model Test Set Up.

The rotary encoder was not able to directly monitor the position of the motor due to speed
limitations. The motor spins at 2,600 rad/s (25,000 rpm) while the encoder is only able to read
840 rad/s (8020 rpm). To correct for this, the position at the output of the gear train was
measured. The gear train ratio is approximately 10 so the output speed of the gear train is ten
times slower than the motor speed, or 260 rad/s (2,500 rpm).
3.1.1. Dynamic Experimental Data

The gear train position and motor current were monitored during start up and shut down
without a load applied to the motor. The position was then scaled by the factor of the gear ratio to
be the position of the motor. The scaling of the data was required for the parameter estimation of
the motor model. Appendix A contains more information on the parameter estimation tool.
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The results are shown in Figures 33 and 35. Figure 34 shows the motor speed which was
obtained by taking the derivative of the position. The speed is used in the motor model, Equations
8 - 10, so it is the critical state space variable. Important sections in the motor speed response are
startup, steady state, and shut down.

Figure 33: Dynamic Motor Position Response.
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Steady State

Shut Down

Start up

Figure 34: Dynamic Motor Speed Response.

Figure 35 shows the current response. The important sections are the startup current at
motor startup and the steady state current. The motor draws the startup current to accelerate the
mass of the rotor. Once the mass is accelerating the current normalizes at its steady state value.
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Start Up

Steady State

Figure 35: Dynamic Motor Current Response.

3.1.2. Static Experimental Data
The steady state motor speed and current were taken under different loads. The load was
applied by running the motor against the pump at different pressures. An example of the steady
state value is taking the speed and current values at a time of 1 second in Figures 34 and 35.
Because the current measurement contains noise, the root mean square average of one second of
run time is used. Figure 36 shows the static motor speed and current. As the torque load on the
motor increases, the current increases and the motor speed decreases.
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Figure 36: Steady State Current and Speed vs Torque.

3.2. Pump Experiments

The pump is tested in two different states. The first state is the pump piston oscillating in
a large closed volume. The volume must be large to prevent significant pressure fluctuations. The
second stage involves the full pump system. The system consists of the pump piston and the two
check valves. The pressure downstream from the pump is regulated by a relief valve.
3.2.1. Pump Pressure Dynamics Experiment

The pressure dynamics were studied to determine how changing the volume affects
pressure. This experiment consisted of the pump piston being cycled to change the size of the
control volume. The piston started at top dead center, so the volume is at its largest. The cam
shaft was rotated, forcing the piston into the bore. The piston motion decreases the volume and
increases the pressure. The volume pressure was monitored with an Omega pressure sensor,
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model PX309-10KG5V. The torque and cam position were monitored with a Futek torque
transducer and rotary encoder combination sensor, model TRH605. An Enerpac hand pump,
model P141, was used to generate the initial pressure in the volume.

Pressure Vessel

Pump, inside of oil reservoir

Hand Pump

Pressure Sensor
Torque Transducer and Encoder

Figure 37: Pressure Dynamics Experiment Set Up.

The experiment was run at three different pressures: 2000 psi (14,000 kPa), 4000 psi
(28,000 kPa), and 6000 psi (42,000 kPa). Testing at these three pressures allows a large range of
the tool pressure to be tested. 2000 psi (14,000 kPa) was chosen as the minimum pressure due to
the low range of the pressure oscillations beneath this pressure. There is not a significant pressure
change at low pressures. A pressure of 6000 psi (42,000 kPa) was chosen as the maximum
pressure due to limitations of the hand pump and control of the cam shaft. At higher pressures the
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hand pump would experience significant leakage and the torque required to turn the cam shaft
was too difficult to control.
The pressure and torque data are plotted against pump cam shaft position in Figures 38,
39, and 40 for the different pressures. As the cam position changes the pressure and torque
oscillate in the form of a sine wave. The oscillatory response of the pressure and torque show the
direct relationship between cam rotation and pressure dynamics. The other key observation is the
pressure and torque rise and fall together.
The pressure oscillated between 2000 psi (14,000 kPa) and 2205 psi (15,200 kPa), or a
magnitude of 205 psi (1,410 kPa) per pump revolution, at approximately 2000 psi (14,000 kPa).
At approximately 6000 psi (42,000 kPa), the pressure oscillated between 5800 (3,990 kPa) and
6060 psi (41,780 kPa), or a magnitude of 260 psi (1,790 kPa). The change in magnitude is due to
the change in bulk modulus at different pressures. The torque oscillation magnitude also changed.
At approximately 2000 psi (14,000 kPa) the oscillation magnitude was 2.4 N-m, compared to 6.4
N-m at approximately 6000 psi (42,000 kPa).

Figure 38: Approximately 14,000 kPa (2000 psi) Range Pressure and Torque Response.
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Figure 39: Approximately 28,000 kPa (4000 psi) Range Pressure and Torque Response.

Figure 40: Approximately 42,000 kPa (6000 psi) Range Pressure and Torque Response.
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3.2.2. Pump Flow Experiment

The pump is tested by creating a flow curve. The flow curve shows the flow rate output
and energy consumption of a pump at a given pressure. Instead of energy, the current is plotted
because the current was the measured parameter. The torque is also plotted against pressure. This
data is useful when selecting a pump for a specific application because it is used to find the time
and the energy required to complete that application. The pressure is controlled by an Enterpac
relief valve, model V152, the current is monitored with a Fluke current clamp, model i310s, and
the torque is monitored with a Futek torque transducer, model TRH605. The flow rate is
calculated by monitoring the volume output of the pump for a known time interval.

Pressure Gage

Motor and Gear Train

Relief Valve
Battery

Torque Transducer

Pump
(submerged in oil)

Current Clamp

Figure 41: Pump Test Stand.
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The results are shown in Figure 42. As the pressure increases the flow decreases while
current and torque increase. The decrease in flow is due to the increase in torque. The increase in
torque causes the motor speed to decrease, as seen during motor testing (reference Figure 36).
This means the pump is completing less strokes per minute and consequently moving less fluid
per minute.

Figure 42: Pump Flow and Current Curve.

3.3. Return Valve Experiment

The return valve was tested as a stand-alone component. The valve will be inserted into a
manifold and oil will be forced through the valve using a pump. The pump was made by SCC
Pumps, model 120413-EE. The flow rate and upstream pressure will be monitored. The
downstream pressure will be open to atmospheric pressure. Pressure is monitored with a Stauff
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pressure sensor, model PPC-04/12-P. The flow rate was calculated by monitoring the volume
output of the pump for a known time interval.

Valve
(in manifold)

Pressure Sensor

Pump

Flow Direction

Figure 43: Return Valve Experiment Set Up.

The flow rate was measured at two different time intervals. Each time interval showed
similar flow rates and pressure differentials.
Table 1: Return Valve Experimental Data.
Trial
1
2

P1 (kPa)
96.5
93.0

Volume (m3)
8.2e-5
1.6e-4

Time (s)
5.05
10.08

Flow Rate m3/s
1.6e-5
1.6e-5

3.4. Cylinder Experiments

The cylinder is tested as the entire tool. The monitored variables are ram position,
cylinder pressure, and current draw. The ram position is monitored with a Measurement
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Specialties string potentiometer, model SPD-4-3. The cylinder pressure is monitored with an
Omega pressure transducer, model PX309-10KG5V. The current is measured with a Fluke
current clamp, model i310s. The cylinder was tested in two states: extension and retraction.
String Potentiometer
Pressure Sensor

Ram

Current Clamp

Figure 44: Cylinder Model Test Set Up.

3.4.1. Cylinder Extension Experiment

To test the cylinder extension, the tool was cycled from full retraction to full extension.
The tool ran and built up pressure until the on-tool controls turn the tool off. The results are
shown in Figure 45. There are two key areas in the graph: the no load extension and the pressure
build. The no load extension occurs from when the tool is turned on until approximately 4
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seconds. The ram is running without an obstruction so there is minimal pressure gain. The only
significant pressure change is due to the increase in spring force as the cylinder spring is
compressed.
After 4 seconds the tool starts to build pressure. The ram has reached the end of its stroke
and cannot advance freely. Figure 45 shows that the tool takes approximately 1.5 s to build
pressure from approximately 0 kPa to 67,000 kPa (9700 psi). The ram also moves an additional
0.002 m. The extra ram movement is due to the compliance of the crimping head. A zoomed in
view of the pressure during the pressure build section of the extension shows the pressure
increasing with each pump stroke, seen as steps.

No Load Extension

Figure 45: Cylinder Extension Response.

Pressure Build
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3.4.2. Cylinder Retraction Experiment

The cylinder return model was tested by starting the ram at full extension and the
cylinder at full pressure. The return valve was opened which allows pressure to drop and the ram
to return to the fully retracted position. Figure 46 shows the results of the experiment. Once the
valve is opened, the pressure immediately drops to almost zero while the ram quickly moves .002
m. The initial fast movement is due to the head compliance. It then takes the ram approximately 1
second to fully retract at the speed controlled by the ram spring force.

Decompression

Ram Retraction

Figure 46: Cylinder Return Response.

3.5. Tool Application Experiments

The same experimental set up as described in Chapter 3.4 was used to record the tool ram
position, pressure, and energy consumption while crimping a connector. The tool is used to crimp
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two different wire connectors. A 750 MCM copper splice and a Burndy YGHC29C29 grounding
connector was crimped. A splice connector is shown in Figure 47. The grounding connector is
shown in Figure 48. The tool pressure, ram position, and current are monitored. This section only
focuses on cylinder extension since the retraction of the cylinder is independent of the
application.

Figure 47: 750 MCM Copper Splice.
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Figure 48: YGHC29C29 Grounding Connector.

The current is reported in terms of power and energy. The power is calculated by
multiplying the current and the battery voltage. Because the power is a scalar of current, they are
shown on the same graph. The energy consumption was found by integrating the power with
respect to time. The energy consumption of the tool is also displayed in watt hours, the unit used
by Milwaukee Tool in their batteries. An M18 Red Lithium CP 2.0 Ah battery has 36 W-hr
(129,600 J) of energy.
3.5.1. Copper Splice

A 750 MCM copper splice is the largest application for this electrohydraulic hand tool. A
750 MCM copper splice requires the maximum output force of the tool to make a complete
crimp. The high force requirement of the 750 MCM copper splice makes it an ideal connector to
test the high-pressure response of the tool. The tool response is shown in Figures 49, 50, and 51.
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It was found that the tool took 11.2 s to complete the application and required 2560 J (0.73 W-hr).
Figure 49 shows the ram position and cylinder pressure response with respect to time.

Figure 49: 750 Copper Splice Crimp Position and Pressure Response.

Figure 50 shows the motor power and current response. The power was found by
multiplying the current by the battery voltage, 20.5 V.
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Figure 50: 750 Copper Splice Crimp Energy and Current Response.

Figure 51 shows the tool energy and power response with respect to time. The total
energy consumption is also shown as a point. The copper splice required 2560 J (0.73 W-hr) to
complete the crimp.
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Figure 51: 750 Copper Energy Response.

3.5.2. Grounding Connector

A Burndy YGHC29C29 grounding connector is the largest grounding connector this tool
can complete. This connector is used to crimp 500 MCM copper wire to grounding elements like
250 MCM copper wire or a grounding rod. The reason this connector is being tested is that
grounding connectors often take a large stroke of the cylinder to complete a crimp. The 750
MCM copper splice needed 15 mm of working stroke to complete the crimp. The YGHC29C29
connector takes almost 20 mm of working stoke to complete. The long stroke requirement of the
grounding connector makes it an ideal connector to test the position response of the tool.
The tool response is shown in Figure 52, 53, and 54. It was found that the tool took 11.9 s
to complete the application and required 2770 J (0.77 W-hr). Figure 52 shows the ram position
and cylinder pressure response with respect to time.
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Figure 52: Grounding Connector Position and Pressure Response.

Figure 53 shows the motor power and current. The power was found by multiplying the
current by the battery voltage, 20.5 V.
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Figure 53: Ground Connector Energy and Current Response.

Figure 54 shows the tool energy and power response with respect to time. The total
energy consumption is also shown as a point. The grounding connector required 2770 J (0.77 Whr) to complete the crimp.
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Figure 54: Grounding Connector Energy Response.
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4. MODEL VALIDATION

This chapter compares the simulation data from the models in Chapter 2 to the
experimental data from Chapter 3. The tool and subsystems were modeled in Simulink. The state
equations were integrated using the ode23s (stiff/mod RosenBrock) solver. Ode23s is a stiff
solver based on a modified Rosenbrock formula of order 2 [30]. A variable time step was used
with a set maximum value. The maximum was set to eliminate numerical error.

4.1. Motor Model Validation

Equations 8 - 10 were modeled in Simulink and then the Simulink parameter estimation
tool was used to determine the unknown parameters of equations 8 and 9. The unknowns were
field inductance, Lf, field resistance, Rf, back emf constant, Kb, motor inertia, Im, motor torque
constant, KT, and motor damping, cm. Initial guesses were made based on known parameters. For
example, the stator coil resistance and inductance were used as initial guesses for field resistance
and inductance.
The final parameters used in the simulation were within a few orders of magnitude of the
initial guesses. Since the order of magnitudes are similar it confirms that the final values used for
the unknown parameters are acceptable for the model. More information on the Simulink
parameter estimation tool can be found in Appendix A. The unknowns of equation 10 were
determined using the motor static experimental data in Section 3.2.1., Figure 36. The unknowns
are the linear current coefficient, cis, and the linear current offset, io.

4.1.1. Dynamic Model

Figures 55 and 56 show the dynamic response comparison. The dynamic speed response
correlates well until the motor is turned off. The motor is forcibly stopped by the electronics that
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the simulation does not capture. The current data is plotted from the dynamic model, and not from
the linear model used to calculate the energy consumption of the tool. The current model matches
well except that the in-rush current at start up is not as high for the simulation data.

Figure 55: Comparison of Dynamic No Load Motor Speed Response.

Figure 56: Comparison of Dynamic No Load Motor Current Response.
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4.1.2. Static Model

Figure 57 shows the static motor response. The static simulation data correlates for both
the speed model and the linear current model. The dynamic current model is not able to
accurately predict the motor current for a range of load torques. The linear current model will be
used when estimating motor energy consumption.

Figure 57: Comparison of Static Motor Current Response.

4.2. Pump Model Validation

The pump was modeled in Simulink using known parameters. The pump was validated in
two steps: the pump pressure dynamics model and the pump flow model.
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4.2.1. Pump Pressure Dynamics Model
The pump pressure dynamics, Equations 14 and 20, were modeled in Simulink. The input
to the model was the cam position and the output is pressure and torque at the cam shaft. The
simulation was run at three pressures, 13790 kP (2000 psi), 27580 kPa (4000 psi), and 41370 kPa
(6000 psi), to cover a large range of the pump pressure capability. The model matches well with
regards to both amplitude and frequency. There is more error as the system pressure increases.
The error is likely caused by measurement error. The system was cycled manually when
collecting the experimental data and the increase in torque makes the system more difficult to
control.

Figure 58: 14,000 kPa (2000 psi) Pressure Response Comparison.
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Figure 59. 14,000 kPa (2000 psi) Torque Response Comparison.

Figure 60: 28,000 kPa (4000 psi) Pressure Response Comparison.
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Figure 61: 28,000 kPa (4000 psi) Torque Response Comparison.

Figure 62: 42,000 kPa (6000 psi) Pressure Response Comparison.
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Figure 63: 42,000 kPa (6000 psi) Torque Response Comparison.

4.2.2. Pump Flow Model

The pump model was validated by comparing the flow curve of the experimental data to
the simulated flow curve. The model was made using known parameter values for the pump and
check valves. The model can predict the pump output flow within 10% error. The maximum error
occurs at the maximum and minimum torque values. The error could be caused by measurement
error or changes in pump efficiency not incorporated into the model.
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Figure 64: Pump Flow Curve Comparison

4.3. Return Valve Model Validation
The return valve was modeled using the orifice equation. Both the experiment and the
simulation applied a constant pressure across the valve. Known values for the return valve
parameters were used. The simulation flow through the valve is plotted in Figure 65. The goal is
for the simulation flow rate to match the flow rate from the experimental data. The simulation
showed that 1.65e-4 m3 of oil flowed through the valve in 10.0 s for a flow rate of 1.65 m3/s. The
comparison is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 65: Return Valve Simulation Response.

Table 2: Return Valve Response Comparison.
Trial
1
2
Simulation

P1 (kPa)
96.5
93.0
96.5

Volume (m3)
8.2e-5
1.6e-4
1.65e-4

Time (s)
5.05
10.08
10.0

Flow Rate m3/s
1.6e-5
1.6e-5
1.65e-5

4.4. Cylinder Model Validation

The cylinder model was modeled in two parts: extension and retraction. The extension
model included the cylinder, pump, and motor models. The retraction model included the cylinder
and return valve models. Each was simulated using Simulink. Known values were used for the
parameters.
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4.4.1. Cylinder Extension
The cylinder is filled with oil that is supplied by the pump. The pump is powered by the
motor. All three models were included in this comparison. The results are shown in Figures 66
and 67. The simulation reached full pressure in 5.0 s while the experiment reached full pressure in
5.5 s. The difference is a 5% error.
The model differs from the experimental data at two times, start up and pressure build.
The simulation is missing some of the startup dynamics, so the ram moves early in the simulation
compared to the experimental data. The difference could possibly be seal friction or the bulk
modules model at low pressures, less than 500 psi.
The pressure build occurs at approximately 4 seconds. At this time the ram reaches full
extension and pressure began to increase. The experiment took some time to start to compress the
oil and build pressure. The simulation had a fast transition from low to high pressure and did
include the compression time. The difference can be seen in Figure 67 at 4 seconds. The
simulation has a sharp corner at the pressure transition while the experiment shows a rounded
edge. The difference in pressure build time likely also caused by the bulk modulus model needing
refinement at low pressures.
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Pressure Build

Start Up

Figure 66: Cylinder Position Response Comparison.

Pressure Transition

Figure 67: Cylinder Pressure Response Comparison.
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4.4.2. Cylinder Retraction

After the cylinder is pressurized the return valve is used to decompress the cylinder.
When the valve opens there is an initial out rush of pressurized oil. Then the ram returns. The
simulation predicted the ram return would take 1.2 s while the experiment took 1.1 s, giving an
error of 8%. The position response is shown in Figure 68 and the pressure response is shown in
Figure 69.

Figure 68: Cylinder Retraction Position Response Comparison.
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Figure 69: Cylinder Pressure Response Comparison.

4.5. Tool Application Model Validation

To test the full tool model, two different applications were run. The applications were a
750 MCM copper splice and a Burndy YGHP34C29 grounding connector. A 750 MCM copper
splice is the largest connector that this tool is rated to compress. It requires the full force the tool
can produce. The Burndy YGHC29C29 grounding connector was tested because it requires a
large portion of the tool stroke.
For each application, the critical requirements are the time to end of stroke and the power
consumption. The time to end of stroke was monitored by the ram position. The power was
calculated from the current flow into the motor. The current was multiplied by the battery voltage
to find the power into the motor. The total energy used by the tool was also calculated. The power
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was integrated to give the energy into the motor. A summary of the error associated with position
and power is addressed in Chapter 4.5.3.
4.5.1. Copper Splice

The ram position is shown in Figure 70 and the cylinder pressure is shown in Figure 71.
The simulation predicted a time of 11.0 s to complete the crimp on the 750 MCM splice while the
experiment took 11.2 s. The maximum percent error, with respect to the maximum position, is
4.8%.

Figure 70: 750 Copper Position Response Comparison.
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Figure 71: 750 Copper Splice Pressure Response Comparison.

The motor power is shown in Figure 72 and the energy is shown in Figure 73. The
simulation predicted the energy consumption to be 2625 J whereas in the experiment is was 2610
J. The maximum percent error, with respect to the maximum power, is 7.6%.
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Figure 72: 750 Copper Splice Power Response Comparison.

Figure 73: 750 Copper Splice Energy Response Comparison.
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4.5.2. Grounding Connector

The ram position is shown in Figure 74 and the cylinder pressure is shown in Figure 75.
The simulation predicted a time of 11.5 s to complete crimp on the YGHC29C29 connector
whereas in the experiment it took 11.9 s. The maximum percent error with respect to the
maximum position is 4.3%.

Figure 74: Grounding Connector Position Response Comparison.
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Figure 75: Grounding Connector Pressure Response Comparison.

The motor power is shown in Figure 76 and the energy is shown in Figure 77. The
simulation predicted 2830 J whereas in the experiment it was 2810 J. The maximum percent error
with respect to the maximum energy is 9.4%.
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Figure 76: Grounding Connector Power Response Comparison.

Figure 77: Ground Connector Energy Response Comparison.
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4.5.3. Simulation Error Summary
The error, ε, for the position is shown in Figure 78 and power in Figure 79. The error is
found by subtracting the measurement data from the simulation data.

Figure 78: Position Error for both Connectors.
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Figure 79: Energy Error for both Connectors.

The error is quantified through three different methods: maximum absolute error
(Max|ε|), maximum absolute percent error with respect to the maximum value (Max%|ε|), and
root mean square error. The error is reported in Table 3.
Table 3: Simulation Error Summary.
Model Output
750 Copper Splice Position
Grounding Connector Position

Max|error| [mm]
1.717
1.598

Max%|error| [%]
4.77
4.29

RMS(error) [mm]
1.194
1.016

Model Output

Max|error| [J]

Max%|error| [%]

RMS(error) [J]

750 Copper Splice Energy
Grounding Connector Energy

199
269

7.59
9.40

58.5
74.4
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5. PARAMETER INVESTIGATION

The goal of the parameter investigation is to show that the model can be used to
investigate tool performance when changing parameters. The investigation focuses on decreasing
application energy consumption. The advantage of decreasing energy consumption is the tool will
achieve more crimps per battery charge. The investigation is limited to a few parameters.
There are limitations as to which parameters can be selected because it is not possible or
practical to change all parameters in the tool. An example is changing the cylinder diameter.
Making the cylinder diameter smaller would greatly decrease application time and energy usage.
The effect of this is the cylinder pressure would have to increase to maintain the minimum tool
output force. The tool design is already at maximum pressure due to cylinder and seal material
limitations.

5.1. Parameter Investigation Simulations

The parameters selected to change in the investigation are the gear train ratio, RgT, and
pump piston diameter, dp. These parameters are related by the maximum torque at the motor
meaning there is one independent parameter. Since the motor is not being changed the maximum
torque required to generate pressure must also not change. Since the gear train ratio is changing
the gear train efficiency will also have to change. It is assumed that a new stage is added for every
increase of 5 in the gear train ratio. The efficiency will be linked to the number of stages in the
gear train. Table 4 outlines how these parameters are being changed and Equation 38 shows how
the motor torque values were calculated.
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Table 4: Optimization Trials.
Simulation

Gear Ratio

Gear Train Efficiency

Piston Diameter (mm)

Simulation 1

0.5

0.98

1.448

Simulation 2

5

0.98

4.597

Simulation 3

7.5

0.98

5.639

Simulation 4

10

0.96

6.502

Tool As Is

10.587

0.96

6.693

Simulation 5

12.5

0.96

7.264

Simulation 6

15

0.94

7.976

Simulation 7

17.5

0.94

8.611

Simulation 8

20

0.92

9.195

Simulation 9

25

0.90

10.287

Simulation 10

30

0.89

11.278

𝑇𝑚 =

2
𝜋𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑃𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑒
4𝑅𝐺𝑇

(38)

where dpp is the pump piston diameter, Ppmax is the maximum pump pressure and equal to 69,000
kPa, e is the cam eccentric and equal to 2.286 mm, and RGT is the gear train ratio. The torque is
kept constant at 0.524 N-m.

5.2. Parameter Investigation Results

The model is compared to the 750 MCM copper splice simulation results. The
comparison focuses on energy consumption. The position is also monitored to see if the
investigation affects the application time as well. If the investigation significantly increases the
application time it is not considered a valid option.

5.2.1. Simulation 2 Results

The simulation was run with the gear train ratio equal to 5 and the pump diameter equal
to 4.597 mm. It was found that this trial increased energy usage while maintaining the same
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application time. The energy consumption increased from 2625 J (0.73 W-hr) to 3690 (1.025
Whr), or 29%. The results are shown in Figures 80, 81, and 82.

Figure 80: Simulation 2 Power Response.
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Figure 81: Simulation 2 Energy Consumption.

Figure 82: Simulation 2 Position Response.
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5.2.2. Simulation 8 Results

This simulation was run with the gear train ratio equal to 20 and the pump diameter equal
to 9.195 mm. It was found that this trial decreased energy usage while maintaining the same
application time. The energy usage decreased from 2625 J (0.73 W-hr) to 1980 (0.55 Whr), or
25%. The results are shown in Figures 83, 84, and 85.

Figure 83: Simulation 8 Power Response.
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Figure 84: Simulation 8 Energy Consumption.

Figure 85: Simulation 8 Position Response.
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5.2.3. Parameter Investigation Results Summary

Figures 86 and 87 plot the results of the tool energy consumption and application time,
respectively, against the varying parameters. Figure 86 shows that there is an inverse relationship
between gear train ratio and energy consumption. Figure 87 shows that there is also an inverse
relationship between application time and gear train ratio. The impact on application time is not
as significant as the impact on energy consumption.

Figure 86: Parameter Investigation Energy Consumption.
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Figure 87: Parameter Investigation Application Time.

The gear train ratio was limited to 30 in the investigation due to the large increase in size
and weight that would be required to make a gear train with this ratio. If a prototype were to be
made, the recommended gear train ratio would be 25. It is predicted that using a gear train ratio of
25 and pump piston diameter of 10.287 mm would decrease the energy consumption from 2625 J
to 1850 J, or 30%. The number of applications per M18 CP2.0 battery would increase from 49 to
70. The application time would decrease from 11.4 s to 10.4, or 9%.
5.3. Parameter Investigation Conclusions

It was found that increasing the gear train ratio and increasing pump piston area could
decrease tool energy consumption and decrease application time. The effect this has on the tool is
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the pump speed is reduced but the piston is moving more fluid per stoke. The reason the power
consumption was reduced is due to the average torque being lower. The motor torque response
can be seen in Figure 88.

Figure 88: Trial 2 Torque Comparison.

Another observation in Figure 88 is the number of peaks. The original design simulation
data shows two peaks for every peak from Simulation 8. The gear train ratio was doubled,
lowering the pump speed by a factor of 2. The reduction in peaks shows that the change in gear
train ratio is working as expected and the pump is cycling half as often.
There is one negative aspect to the recommend design. The gear train will have to
increase, meaning more or larger gears are needed to make this change. The gear train will get
bigger and heavier to accommodate the new gears. A judgement needs to be made if the added
weight and size are worth the improved tool energy consumption.
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Contribution

The goal of this thesis was to develop a lumped parameter model of an electrohydraulic
hand tool. It was found that the model could predict tool performance with an average maximum
error of 4.5% for application speed and 8.5% for energy consumption.
The comprehensive tool model is combination of several subsystem models. These
include the motor and gear train, pump, return valve, and cylinder. The tool model is an eleventhorder and nonlinear model. The subsystem models and tool model were compared against
experimental data to prove fidelity.
A parameter investigation was conducted to find an optimal design to reduce energy
consumption of the tool. One independent parameter was varied. The gear train ratio and pump
piston diameter were linked through the maximum motor torque to create one independent
parameter. The study showed that energy consumption could be increased by as much as 26% by
increasing the gear train ratio and pump piston diameter.

6.2 Future Work
There are three areas for future work from this thesis. reduce error. The first is to reduce
the error in the compressive tool model. The likely reason for the ram position error is the bulk
modulus model and the transitions from low to high pressure. Examples of this are shown in
Figure 70. At start up the experimental position response takes a 0.1 s to start moving, seen at a
time of 0.2 s. Also, the transition from low to high pressure takes 0.1 s, seen at a time of 6.8 s.
Both are missing from the simulation response. The likely reason for the energy error is the
simulation missing the startup current, shown in Figure 72.
The second is to refine some of the subsystem models. The motor model could be refined
so that the dynamic current is accurate over a larger torque range. Also, work could be done to
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test and validate the check valve models. Check valve validation was neglected from this thesis
due to the difficulty of gathering experimental data. The check valves on this tool are very small.
Special equipment would be needed to test and validate the check valve model. Another option
would be to design specific check valves and test fixtures to prove out the model.
The second area of work for this thesis is to expand the modeling into different
technologies. The hand tool model in this thesis is relatively simple for an electrohydraulic hand
tool. Some additional components used in electrohydraulic hand tools are double acting cylinders
and pilot operated valves. These are not included in this tool and not modeled. Thermal models
could also be added to determine if the tool will have thermal overload issues, such as affecting
tool seals or oil viscosity.
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Appendix A – Simulink Parameter Estimation Tool

The motor parameters for this thesis were estimated using the Simulink Parameter
Estimation Tool. The Simulink Parameter Estimation Tool uses Matlab optimization functions to
minimize the error between the model and measured data [31]. The optimization method used for
the motor model parameters was Nonlinear Least Squares, code line lsqnonlin. The error was
measured using the Sum squared error method, also known as the cost function. The graphical
user interface (GUI) for the parameter estimation tool is shown in Figure 89. The GUI allows the
user to input which parameters will be varied and the limits on the parameters.

Figure 89: Simulink Parameter Estimation GUI.

Next the inputs and outputs must be loaded. The inputs to the motor model are the
voltage and load torque. The outputs are the motor speed and current draw. The voltage is input
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as a step function and the load torque is equal to zero as the motor was tested in a no-load state.
The recording of the output data is summarized in section 3.1. Next the initial guesses for the
parameters must be entered. For the motor model, known values were used as the initial guesses.
The GUI is shown with the loaded inputs and outputs in Figure 90. The simulation data with the
initial parameter estimates is also shown.

Current (output)

Speed (output)

Figure 90: Parameter Estimation GUI with Loaded Data.

The parameter estimation tool will run the simulation and automatically change the
parameters. It will iterate the parameters attempting to minimize the cost function. The results of
the motor estimation are shown in Figures 91 and 92. Figure 91 shows the new response of the
model using the Simulink estimated parameters. Figure 92 shows how the parameters changed
from iteration to iteration. The cost function is shown on the right. The data shows that the
estimation could have been stopped after the seventh iteration as the parameters and error did not
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change after this iteration. The final values of the parameters were within a few orders of
magnitude of the original guesses. The fact that the final values are close to the initial guesses
gives confidence that the parameter values are correct.

Current (output)

Figure 91: Completed Parameter Estimation.

Speed (output)
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Figure 92: Parameter Estimation Iteration Results.

